High-Gradient Cherenkov Radiation Based on a New Dielectric-Loaded Waveguide
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Abstract: A new type of dielectric-loaded waveguide, the high-gradient dielectric-loaded waveguide (HG-DLW), where the Cherenkov radiation with a high gradient can be excited by relativistic electron, is proposed in this paper. Based on the simulation results, the process of the high-gradient Cherenkov radiation excited in the proposed structure is studied in details, and the amplitude of wakefields excited in proposed structure can be enhanced by over six times compared with that from ordinary dielectric-loaded waveguides.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, dielectric-loaded waveguides (DLW), which can produce Cherenkov radiation with a narrow band when the relativistic electron passes, have generated extensive interest due to their wide applicability in various fields, including terahertz radiation sources [1–3], charged particle acceleration [4–6], beam-shaping and -bunching [7–10], and beam measurement [11]. However, due to the demand for high gradient in radiation sources and accelerating fields [12,13], many efforts have been made to enhance the wakefield gradient inside DLW. In previous reports of high-gradient radiation based on DLW, many investigators paid attention to beam manipulation to improve the coupling between field and beam. By compressing the electron bunch, a short bunch with \( \sigma_z \sim 0.6 \) ps was achieved, and high-gradient coherent Cherenkov radiation was excited in DLW by the short bunch [1]. The ramped electron bunch was applied to excite the high-gradient Cherenkov radiation by enhancing the energy-transmission ratio [14]. The electron bunch trains with a high bunching factor could also excite the high-gradient wakefield in DLW [15].

Generally, DLWs are normal conducting waveguides with a thin dielectric coating on the interior of the waveguide, as shown in Figure 1a. Compared with slab-symmetric geometry, cylindrical geometry could offer a larger coupling of the beam due to its high impedance [1,3]. By decreasing the transverse size of the waveguide, the impedance of the structure could be improved, and it also provide the benefit of a high gradient wakefield [16,17]. Thus, we just considered the case of a structure taking the cylindrical geometry to obtain the high-gradient wakefield.

In this paper, we propose a new type of dielectric-loaded waveguide, the high-gradient dielectric-loaded waveguide (HG-DLW), as shown in Figure 1b. It can produce the higher-gradient wakefield without changing the electron beam and dielectric layer. This structure contains two sections: In Section I, the dielectric layer is separated from the conductor layer, and the angle between them is \( \alpha \); In Section II, the structure is the same as the ordinary DLW.
As the electron goes through the Section I, the direction of the Cherenkov radiation in the dielectric layer satisfies [18]:

$$\cos \theta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \beta}}$$

(1)

where $\varepsilon_r$ is permittivity of the dielectric material, $\beta$ is the relative velocity of the electron, and $\theta$ is the angle between the directions of electron velocity and Cherenkov radiation. Due to the taper boundary, the field us reflected by the conductor and enhances the field of radiation pulse tail. Section II is the same as the DLW structure, and the wakefield excited in DLW is confined to a discrete set of modes with a narrow band, which can be given by the dispersion equation as [16]:

$$\frac{k_{c1}^2 I_0(k_{c1} r_1)}{k_{c1}^2 I_0(k_{c1} r_1)} = \frac{\varepsilon_r (J_0'(k_{c1} r_1) Y_0(k_{c1} r_2) - Y_0'(k_{c1} r_1) J_0(k_{c1} r_2))}{Y_0(k_{c1} r_1) I_0(k_{c1} r_2) - I_0'(k_{c1}) Y_0(k_{c1} r_2)},$$

(2)

where $J_m(x)$ and $Y_m(x)$ are Bessel functions of the first and second order $m$, $I_m(x)$ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order $m$, $k_c = \frac{2\pi f}{c\beta}$, $k_0 = \frac{2\pi f}{c}$, and $f$ is the frequency of field. For any Bessel functions in Equation (2), there are $F'(k_m r_n) = F'(k_m r)|_{r=r_n}$. After passing through this section, the wakefield is changed to narrow-band radiation as normal DLW.

By numerical simulation, we show that, compared with the ordinary DLW, the wakefield gradient can be improved in HG-DLW. With angle $\alpha$ and length $L$ increasing, the gradient of the wakefield can be further enhanced. According to the results, over six times improvement was achieved and it was shown that this new type of DLW could be applied to generate high-gradient Cherenkov radiation.
2. Simulation Results

To validate the statement that the excited wakefield inside HG-DLW is enhanced, numerical simulations were performed by applying the wakefield solver of a 3D electromagnetic code CST particle studio [19]. The parameters of the dielectric tube and Gaussian distribution electron bunch were constant and the same as those given in Reference [1], that is, \( \varepsilon_r = 3.8 \) (fused silica), \( r_1 = 0.25 \) mm, \( r_2 = 0.35 \) mm, \( q = 0.2 \) nC, \( \beta \simeq 0.9988 \), and \( \sigma_z \simeq 0.2 \) mm.

The first three modes, which were excited by the electron bunch in DLW with the previous parameters, could be obtained from the red intersection points in Figure 2. The frequency of the fundamental mode was 0.368 THz, and only the fundamental mode with a gradient with 14.7 MV/m could be coherently excited, as performed in Reference [1].

\[ \text{Figure 2. Dispersion curves (black dash curve) that were obtained from Equation (2) and the electron velocity line (red solid line).} \]

The processes with which electron bunches pass through the HG-DLW and DLW are shown in Figure 3, and the remained parameters of HG-DLW were selected as \( \tan(\alpha) = 0.05 \), \( L = 30 \) mm, \( s = 1 \) mm. In Figure 3a, contour map is the longitudinal electric field \( E_z \) spatial distribution before the electron bunch arrive at position of probe \((0, 0, L - 5 \text{ mm})\) in DLW (down) and HG-DLW (upper), and time evolution of the field at the probe with its spectrum was also performed. It is obvious that the main pulse of the wakefield had the larger amplitude and shorter length in the HG-DLW. Due to the taper boundary, however, the noisy field was induced when the wakefield was reflected by the outer conductor. The case in which the probe was in the position of the interface between the two section \((0, 0, L)\) is shown in Figure 3b, the amplitude of the field increased linearly from head to tail, and the maximum of the field amplitude was 70.45 MV/m, which is around 4.5 times than that of the excited wakefield in DLW. The induced noisy field could also be seen in the spectrum, but the bandwidth was narrower than the previous case. When the electron arrived at the export of the structure and the position of probe was \((0, 0, L + s)\), it could be seen that the max amplitude of the field \( E_z \) in HG-DLW shown in Figure 3c changed little compared with the results in Figure 3b. The center frequency of the field in HG-DLW equaled to that of the DLW, but the bandwidth of spectrum was large for the short pulse length. It is indicated that Section II could serve as the spectrum filter due to the limitation of DLW’s dispersion relation. On the other hand, the existence of Section II also provides the convenience to fix the conductor layer with a dielectric tube.
Figure 3. Simulation results of contour maps of longitudinal electric field $E_z$, time evolution of longitudinal electric field $E_z$, field spectrum in ordinary HG-DLW ($\tan(\alpha) = 0.05$, $L = 30$ mm, $s = 1$ mm) and DLW in three probes with (a) $(0, 0, L - 5$ mm), (b) $(0, 0, L)$, (c) $(0, 0, L + s)$.

The additional parameters of the HG-DLW compared with those of DLW are $L$, $\alpha$, and $s$. Therefore, in the following analysis, we focus on the influence of these parameters on the gradient of the excited wakefield in HG-DLW. The max amplitude of longitudinal electric field $|E_{z\text{max}}|$ variation trends in probe $(0, 0, L + 0.5$ mm) in HG-DLWs with different $L$ and different $\alpha$ are shown in Figure 4. We can see that $|E_{z\text{max}}|$ reached the maximum when angle $\alpha$ reached a certain value, but with the $L$ increasing, the maximum of $|E_{z\text{max}}|$ increases and the corresponding angles decreased. When $\tan(\alpha) = 0.13$ and $L = 35$ mm, $|E_{z\text{max}}| = 88.6$ MV/m, which is over six times than that in the case of $\tan(\alpha) = 0.0$ (corresponding to the case of ordinary DLW). By optimizing parameters including $L$ and $\alpha$, the wakefield with a higher gradient can also be realized.

Figure 4. Max amplitude of longitudinal electric field $|E_{z\text{max}}|$ in probe $(0, 0, L + 0.5$ mm) in HG-DLWs with different angle $\alpha$ in cases of $L = 15$ mm, $L = 25$ mm, and $L = 35$ mm.
The time evolution of field $E_z$ in the export of HG-DLWs with different $s$ is shown in Figure 5. By increasing the length of Section II, the wakefield pulse became longer. However, when the high-gradient field induced by Section I arrived at the end of Section II, the max amplitude of the field decreased. If the $s$ were small, amplitude would change little, but the gradient decline would be severe if the length of Section II were too long. For satisfying the requirement of a single mode with narrow band and avoiding losing too much energy, length $L$ could be selected as $\sim \lambda$ (the fundamental mode wavelength of wakefield in Section II).

![Figure 5. Time evolutions of longitudinal electric field $E_z$ in the export of HG-DLW in the cases of $s = 0.5 \text{ mm}$, $s = 9.0 \text{ mm}$, and $s = 19.0 \text{ mm}$.](image)

3. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new type of dielectric-loaded waveguide, the HG-DLW, and investigated the coherent Cherenkov radiation scheme based on this new structure. It was verified that HG-DLW could effectively enhance the gradient of the wakefield excited by a relativistic electron bunch compared with the results of an ordinary DLW. By increasing the length of the structure or angle between the conductor and dielectric layers, the maximum of the radiation-field amplitude could be enhanced. The improvement of the gradient by six times was shown in the simulation results. The results confirmed that HG-DLW could be a practical structure to produce high-gradient Cherenkov radiation.
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